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This taik will focus rcccnt devc!opmcnts in our understanding of heavy fcrmion
(111:)superconductors and the role that positive muon spin relaxation (pSR) studies have
played in hc!ping to elucidate their properties, As illustrations two systems will be
discussed: ( I ) ( JPd~Al~, onc of the most rcccnt Iv discovered I IF supcrcnnductors, which
also ,l;spliIys coexisting mtignctic order and (2) (J13cI~ doped with small quantitic: of “1’h
suhstitutcd hr [ 1,which displays an interplay bctwccn its supcrcondwxing and magnetic
ground s[iitc:;, Iciiding [o mul[iplc superconducting states,
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This talk will focusrecent developments in our understanding of hea~y ferrnion
(HIT Superconductor and the role that positive muon spin relaxation (pSR) studieshave
played in helping to eluci&te their properties, As illustrations two systems will be
discussed. (1) UPd2A13,one of ihc most recently discovevxl HF superconductors, which
also displays coexisting magnetic order and (2) UBe13 doped with smal! quantities of
Th substituted for U, which displays an interplay between its superconducting and
magnetic ground states, kading to multiple superconducting states,

L Introduction
Heavy fcrmion behavior arises in regions of the periodic table where the atoms

pnsscss f-electrons which are neither highly localized nor highly itinerant [1], Typically
such behavior occurs in cerium-or uranium-based compounds possessing 4-f and 5-f
electrons, respectively. At high temperatures the f-electrons act like local moments with

close to the full f-shell moment (-3~B, for example), exhibiting Curie-like susceptibilities
At low temperatures the f-moments are reduced to a fraction of theii high-temperature
values through hybridization with the ligrmd conduction electrons. The f-electrons thus
take on an itinerant character and the conduction electrons become “heavy”, This is
manifest through a narrow resonance at or near the Fermi Icvel, producing a high density
of states at low tcmpcraturcs, In addition, below a chartictcristic temperature the
rcsistivity drops, indicating the onset of coherent electron scattering, which also
characterizes the heavy fermion state. The exact mechanism by which these phc:wnrma
occur in a Iatticc of f-atoms is not WCIIunderstood, and constitutes onc oi’the major
challenges of many-body physics in solids today.

‘1’hchctivy electron ground state has berm shown to exhibit paramagnctism,
mngnctic order an(i/or stlpcrc(~rldllctivity, ‘I”hcordwcd moments arc typicidly small, LJI”

order 10-3- 10-’ pI1/f-titom The large entropy collapw associatrxi with the
supcrconducf ing state points to the f-electrons ns the supcrcomiucting p;iirs PI qucntly,
sl~lt~ll-lll[~n~{~r~trnngnct order (tdsf~from the !’-clcctrons) cx}cxists with the
supcrcon(iurt ivity, each prmwmably occupying (iiflkrcnt pnrts oft hc };crmi surfncc



superconductors the superconducting gap exists over the entire Fermi
surface, and the electrons pair in a zero angular momentum, spin-singlet
state which is produced by the electron-phoncrn interaction. A non-
vanishing gap gives rise to exponential temperature dependence for all
measurements involving the thermal excitation of quasi paflicles across the
gap: specific heat, magnetic-field penetration depth (A) and nuclear spin
lattice relaxation rate (l/T ~), as examples. However, measurements of these
quantities in heavy fwrnion superconductors all exhibit power-law
temperature dcpendences, usually considered as evidence for nodes in the
energy gap. Table 1 gives the cxpectcd power-laws for two different kinds
of nodal structures on a spherical Fermi surface, lines and points,

TABLE I

Polar Axial

c
P

~z T3

IT] T~ T5

VA211 T~ ~2

1A21 T T4

Xspin
T? T3

Tnhlc 1, Temperature dcpcndcnce of specific heat (Cp), spin lattice relaxation rate

(l~?l), nmgnctic field penetration depth (for vector potential para!lcl (L1,) and

perpendicular (k, ) to t’}c order-parameter s}mnwtry axis) and spin susccptihility (x$ ,ifl)

IThe pt}l~irand axial gap structures correspond to odd-parity stritcs with an cqt~atorin Iinc
of ntx!c:; and two poin! mxk:;, rc:;pcctivc!y An i:i{~tr{>picgap produces m[}rc nrn~!y
(’X~)ollClltiill tcmpcratuir dciwndcnc, ics
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of this property include a transition from one superconducting state to another,
observation of magnetism associated with the superconducting order parameter, or
rmisotropy in the temperature dependence of the penetration depth or the critical fields

This paper concerns ~SR studies in two hea~y fermicm superconductors, UPd2A13
and @J,Th)Bel ~, and will address some of the evidence for unconventional

superconductivity in these systems. The pSR experiments were earned out at the Paul
Scherrer Institute in Villigen, Switzerland, and involve a collaboration between Los
Alamos, ETH-PSI, Leiden University, UC. Riverside, Darmstadt and Tohoku
Universities.

11” ‘P%A’3

This material has a superconducting transition temperature T = 1.5- 2.OK
(depending on sample quality) and an antiferromagnetic transition at %N = 14K, with an

ordered moment - 0.85MB [3]. The magnetic structure consists of ferromagnetic sheets in
the basel plane coup!ed antiferromagnetically along the c-axis. The NMR 1~1 has a T~
temperature dependence [4] below Tc.

Zero-field and transverse-field @R data on both single crystalline [5] and

polycrystalline [6] UPd2A13 are consistent with the positive ml~on occupying the (0,0, 1/2)
site in the unit cell The temperature dependence of the transverse-field pSR rate for
polycrystalline IJPd2A13 is show,) in Fig ~ between about 0,1 and 300K,
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There is a rapid rise below TN due to the AFM order and a frmher rise below Tc
due to the flux lattice formed in the superconducting state, ‘This indicates a coexistence
of superconducting and magnetic f-eicctrol, states The data below Tc was fhrther
analyzed as a product ofa Gaussian times an exponential fhnction. “rhe exponential
relaxation rate accounts for the AFM ordering and was held constant for T < Tc. “rhe
Gaussian rate roughly describes the in homogeneous broadening from the flux lattice and
for an ordered triangular lattice is proportional to 1L42. The temperature dependence of 1/

~z ic compared to several models of superconducti.tity in Fig 2, The A(O) = 6250 ~ 1250
A

1.0
-

.

0.2

0
0 0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

TITc

Fig. 2 The temprmturc dcpcndcncc of the inverse-squrtrc mrtgnctic field penetration
dci)th in UPCi2A13c~nlpiircd to various modcis f(]r [he superconduciirlg shrie FI OII~Ref
()

The dat;~ arc c{msistcnt with a clean, wtak-coupling B(’S sl]l~crc(>n(l~lctt~r,i c,, m)
nodes in the gap, This in turn is consistent with the upper critical ticld data, which show
no anisotr(}py and J’nuli lin~iting [It low tcmpcraturcs, characteristic of spin-singlet piii~in};

(hl the other twnd the I/1’~ dntn do not show the exponent inl temperature dcprndcn(:c
cxpcc! cd tiw a mdc-less gnp Furthcrmw c, the ~lSl{-clctcrtllillc(! 1LAzciat~ urc cquall}I
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all of the data could be consistent with a d-wave (1 = 2), spin-singlet pairing state,
however.

111. (lJ,lh)Be13

This material has been studied for many y-ears [7], but it is only recently that its
peculiar superconducting phase diagram may be qualitatively understood. Pure UBe~ 3 is
superconducting at Tc s O 9K, but no AFM order has yet been established at any
temperature above 10 mK. Upon doping with Th the Tc for U 1-xThxBel 3 becomes non-
monotonic, first decreasing as x increases, and then sharply increasing at xs 0.019. The

Tc passes through a maximum near xs 0,030, after w}.:ch Tc monotonically decreases
again, In the region 0.019< x <0,043, a second superconducting transition at T’c-. is
observed in specific heat, accompanied by the onset of very small moment (10-3 -10-2

~Bflo magnetism, wtich has been well characterized by pSR and other techniques [8],
The phass diagram is shown in Fig. 3.
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An important question has been whether the magnetic correlations are intrinsic to
the superconducting state (thus violating time reversal invariance), or whether the
correlations are due to weak AFM order coexisting with a changed superconducting state.
Recent normal-state measurements [9] of the magnetoresistance and specific heat,

combined with previous measurements of the resistivity under pressure [10] have helped
to resolve this controversy and qualitatively explain the non-monotonic temperature
dependence of Tc in (TJ,Th)13e13.

The resistivity and specific heat of UBel 3 both show a maximum near Tm&- =

2,2K which moves down with Th doping until it passes belowTcatxs0.019, exactly

where TC begins to increase again and where magnetic correlations are seen in uSR.

Application of pressure [ 10] to U ~.xThxBe 13 increases both Tmu and the resistivity p,

such that p/prow scales with T/Tmn for many different pressures, indicating a new
energy scale given approximately by Tmw, This idea is qualitatively consistent with
theoretical models of the normal state behavior of heavy ferrnion systems which show that
a new energy scale emerges folm the intersite exchange coupling between Kondo ions
[11 ], Recently a systematic study [9] of resistivity and specific heat as a function of Th
concentration and magnetic field has strongly suggested that the feature at Tmm is
produced when the conduction electron are scattered by the correlated motion of the U
spins, so-called spin fluctuations. This spin-fluctuation temperature is reduced by
impurities such as Th, as is the superconducting temperature Tc, (See Fig, 3) When
‘rmM < Tc the magnetic fluctuations are “frozen-out,” so to speak, yielding weak
magnetic order. It is possible that the superconducting and magnetic order parameters are
coupled, causing an increase in Tc at x E 0,019, Another possible explanation for the non

monotonic behavior of Tc is that the pairbreaking et~ects of the spin fluctuations are
reduced when TmW < Tc, thus driving up Tc, Therefore the complicated
superconducting phase diagram of (U, Th)Be 13 appears to w-ise from the interaction of the
superconducting f-electrons with the incipient magnetic correlations also present in the f-
elcctron system
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